
 

CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Natural Resources Advisory Board Minutes 

 
May 9, 2012 

 
Call to order / Roll call 
Co-Chair Dailey called the May 9, 2012 meeting of the Natural Resources Advisory Board 
(NRAB) to order at 6:30 p.m. in the Yamhill Room of the West End Building, 4101 Kruse Way, 
Lake Oswego, Oregon. 
Members present: Co-chair Denise Dailey; Stephanie Wagner; Benjamin Clark; 

Craig Stephens; Greg McMurray; Heidi Schrimsher; Todd Van 
Rysselberghe; and Kara Warner 

Members excused / absent: Michelle Buncke (Youth Member) 
Council Liaison: Donna Jordan 
Guest(s): Roger Hennagin, incoming Member 
Staff: Andrea Christenson, Natural Resources Planner 
 
Announcements from the Board and City Staff 
None. 
 
Public Comment 
None. 
 
Review of City Council Rolling Agenda 
The Board reviewed the upcoming City Council agenda. 
 
Introduction of New Members 
The new members introduced themselves and explained why they were interested in being on 
the Board.  The current members also introduced themselves and discussed the projects they 
had been involved in. 
 
Potential Removal of Isolated Tree Groves from Sensitive Lands Overlay Districts 
Ms. Christenson explained that in 2010 the City Council identified a list of proposed 
improvements that it wanted to make to the Sensitive Lands program.  The Council directed 
staff to initiate the process of removing small, isolated tree groves on private property from the 
Sensitive Lands regulations.  In a study session in January 2012, the Council discussed how to 
categorize tree groves based on proximity to water resources and came up with three 
categories: associated, partially associated, and isolated.  The associated tree groves were 
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defined as being adjacent to a protected water resource – they share at least one boundary with 
a wetland or steam corridor.  Partially associated tree groves were defined at being partially 
adjacent to a water resource or connected to a water resource by another tree grove.  Isolated 
tree groves were defined as not adjacent to or connected to a protected water resource; they 
are separated from water by a road or some other development.  There were nine groves 
considered isolated under this definition. 
Staff had written a proposed code amendment to allow for the removal of the Resource 
Conservation (RC) District from isolated tree groves on private property.  The proposed 
amendment revised the definitions of associated and isolated tree groves and modified the 
applicability criteria to specifically exclude isolated tree groves on private property from RC 
District eligibility.  An additional criterion was added to allow for the removal of the RC District 
from isolated tree groves that are not located on public property or on a privately designated 
open space tract. 
The Board asked what protections would remain in place for these tree groves if the RC District 
was removed.  Ms. Christenson stated that the Tree Code would apply to the groves, but that it 
does not protect habitat the way the RC District does.  The Tree Code allows trees to be 
removed for development or landscaping purposes and it does not protect the understory 
vegetation. 
A Board member commented that the Lake Oswego community originally agreed to protect tree 
groves – they are necessary resources for the community.  Ms. Christenson said this would be 
a policy change. 
Ms. Christenson stated that the Habitat Assessment Score (HAS) and scenic value determine 
whether a resource is eligible to be included in a Sensitive Lands district.  By changing the 
significance criteria, the isolated tree groves would no longer be judged based on their habitat or 
scenic value.  She said that the Board could decide if they wanted to recommend a different 
approach – for example, whether to keep the current HAS and scenic value thresholds, or 
create new ones in order to keep some isolated groves but not others.  She said they also might 
want to decide if it made sense to keep the distinction between public and private ownership. 
Ms. Christenson said it was important to note that as soon as the applicability criteria is 
changed, it would impact how the City processes any future RC District designations, including 
the proposed city-wide map update process. She said that six of the nine existing isolated tree 
groves are located on private property and would subject to the code amendment.  There would 
be 8.2 acres of RC District land removed from the map. 
Ms. Christenson explained that there are multiple Comprehensive Plan policies that require 
protection of natural resources and several that call for the protection of upland tree groves.  
Some of those upland tree groves would no longer be eligible for protection under the proposed 
code amendment.  The removal of the RC District from isolated groves could be considered to 
be in compliance with the Comprehensive Plan because only 1.6% of all RC Districts would be 
removed; therefore the overall impact would be negligible.  The Board members wondered how 
the loss of eight acres of trees could be considered negligible and how the loss of habitat and 
biological diversity could be measured.  NRAB members expressed concerns about the 
proposed approach, stating that isolated tree groves provide environmental benefits and the 
proposed amendment did not seem to be in alignment with the City’s goals. 
Ms. Christenson stated that NRAB could recommend that the City approve the proposed code 
amendment, amend it, or deny it.  NRAB’s recommendation would go to the Planning 
Commission and the City Council. 
Board members expressed the following concerns about the proposal: 

• The existing code already offered a vehicle if someone wanted to be removed from the 
Sensitive Lands process. 
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• HAS scores already accounted for a tree grove’s proximity to wetlands and streams and 
determined if it was good habitat or not.  If there was an isolated tree grove that had a 
qualifying HAS score or high scenic value, then that trigged the designation and it should 
stay that way. 

• The proposed amendment was inconsistent with the Board’s mandate to protect natural 
resources.  The proposal was not based in science or fact. 

• Removing even a small number of trees has a noticeable impact on neighborhoods: the 
microclimate gets warmer, there is more runoff, and there is less habitat for birds.  
Removing small areas of trees does not have a “de minimis” impact on the environment. 

Co-Chair Dailey moved that NRAB recommend that the Planning Commission and the 
City Council not approve the proposed amendment and that NRAB write a letter with 
their specific concerns.  Mr. McMurray seconded the motion and it passed unanimously. 
 
FY 2012-13 Budget Process 
Ms. Christenson said that the Budget Committee would be meeting on May 17. 
The Board members agreed that a number of items they would like to see funded are listed in 
their Goals, such as a volunteer coordinator, the Backyard Habitat Certification Program, street 
tree plantings, and invasive plant removal.  The Board decided to write a letter to the Budget 
Committee and have a Board member attend the Budget Committee meeting to state the NRAB 
goals and ask for funding for a volunteer coordinator position.  Mr. Hennagin volunteered to 
draft a letter and attend the Budget Committee meeting. 
 
Update on Parks Plan 2025 and Luscher Area Master Plan Projects 
Co-chair Dailey said that MIG was the consulting firm hired to develop the Parks Plan 2025.  
NRAB members did not think that MIG’s initial work was focused enough, so the board co-
chairs got together with Kim Gilmer and MIG and went line-by-line through the plan.  They made 
a lot of progress from NRAB’s standpoint; the direction was changed to be more sensitive about 
preserving open space.  Co-chair Dailey would be attending a work session scheduled for May 
30.  Following the work session, MIG would present the plan to PRAB, NRAB, and SAB. 
 
Election of Chair(s) 
Ms. Schrimsher said she would be the liaison for LAMP. 
Mr. Clark volunteered to be the liaison for the Comprehensive Plan update and would work in 
conjunction with Mr. Gaar. 
Craig Stephens and Kara Warner volunteered to be interim Co-chairs.  Mr. Clark nominated 
Craig Stephens as interim Co-chair.  Ms. Schrimsher seconded.  The motion carried 
unanimously.   Co-chair Dailey nominated Kara Warner as interim Co-chair.  Mr. 
Stephens seconded.  The motion carried unanimously.  Ms. Warner asked that election of 
officers be put on the agenda for July in order to allow the members to vote again once the new 
members have more time to get to know everyone and understand how the Board works. 
The members requested that Mr. Gaar attend the next meeting to give a report about the 
Comprehensive Plan Update.  
Adjournment 
The next meeting was scheduled for June 13, 2012.  There being no other business, Co-chair 
Dailey adjourned the meeting at 9:33 p.m. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Andrea Christenson 
Natural Resources Planner 
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